A family-owned enterprise since 1886, the fifth generation at Krieghoff continues to successfully make hunting and sporting guns to the highest quality standards. The time was right to develop a rifle which meets the hunting requirements of the 21st Century. The SEMPRIO, with its in-line repeating action is unparalleled worldwide and way ahead of its time.

A firearm which combines highly skilled gunmaking with innovative technology to create a masterpiece defined by reliability, durability and precision.

The latest model, the SEMPRIO »Big Five« demonstrates the steady progression in the development of this unique rifle. A product from the house of KRIEGHOFF, where tradition meets innovation to create an extraordinary rifle.

“You shoot with the barrel – you hit with the stock” ® observed Ludwig Krieghoff in 1903. His insight continues to hold to this day.
The fascination of mountain hunting, stalking game under the most difficult conditions, then taking the coveted trophy with the perfect shot. Two things are needed for this to happen: you have to be in excellent shape and have a gun that is accurate and reliable. That’s why I never regretted my decision to choose the SEMPRIO.

Charles Antoine Resteau, hunter

Some situations require a quick follow up shot and the SEMPRIO delivers with rapid accuracy. Hand position and sight picture remain unchanged during the smooth in-line firing sequence. The reaction of the game after firing can be followed without interruption, and a second shot can be delivered quickly and accurately, saving valuable time.

During a driven hunt, in a stand or searching for wounded game, being able to quickly fire additional shots translates into success. When repeating, the rifle is naturally drawn into the shoulder, significantly enhancing shooting accuracy.

You are in command of every situation with the SEMPRIO and its in-line repeating action.
The Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device is used to control all key operations such as opening, loading and unloading or cocking and uncocking. In addition to the ergonomic shape of the cocking lever, which ensures a better force distribution and fit for your thumb, the force required to cock and to uncock the weapon has been reduced respectively. Nothing stands in the way of completely silent and quick cocking and uncocking.

Universal Trigger System

Whether you are on a driven hunt or shooting from a stand, the SEMPRIO offers the optimum trigger for every situation: a crisp trigger set at approximately 2 3/4 lbs (1250 grams) for a fast intuitive shot; a finely adjusted set trigger for a long range shot.

»Safe-to-carry«

In the »Safe-to-carry« position, the action is locked in a slightly forward open position using the locking slide, which is located on the left side of the receiver. This position allows the gun to be carried when hunting in a group, at a shooting range, etc. and complies with European accident prevention regulations.

To operate, the entire barrel in-line assembly is simply pushed forward, which unlocks the gun and frees the chamber for the next cartridge from the magazine.

Pulling back the entire barrel in-line assembly feeds the next round from the magazine, closes and locks the rifle for immediate firing.

You are now ready for quick follow-up shots. The design of the in-line system with its symmetrical cocking slide ensures that the SEMPRIO repeater can be used by both right- and left-handed shooters.

For quite some time now, I have been carrying a SEMPRIO repeater when tracking wild boar. I can tell you that the new in-line system has many advantages: very fast repeating, which is extremely important if a boar or other dangerous game decides to charge. No bolt handle to get in the way, no tangling in thickets, no branches etc. accidentally opening the chamber. Anyone who has followed the sound of baying dogs through thorny brush would appreciate these advantages.

My conclusion: The SEMPRIO repeater is the ideal gun for driven hunt shooters.

Harald Fischer, Bloodhound handler for Baden-Wuerttemberg and Bavarian hunting associations
Barrel and caliber interchangeability
The SEMPRIO barrel can be easily changed to allow for various calibers. When switching between standard and magnum calibers, the bolt head and magazine can be switched in seconds.

Magazine
The SEMPRIO in standard calibers has a five-shot capacity; four in the magazine and one in the chamber. Magnum calibers have a total capacity of four cartridges; three cartridges in the magazine, plus one more in the barrel.

To attach the magazine, simply open the gun, then slide in the magazine until it engages. To detach the magazine, press the release and pull down. It is impossible for the magazine to fall out or get lost as it is seated securely inside the receiver.

In-line action
A solid bolt head ensures reliable locking and precision, even with highly pressurized cartridges. If so desired, a large ejection port allows the rifle to be quickly reloaded from above, even with a scope mounted on the gun.

Scope mount
The SEMPRIO is precisely machined to attach the SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount.

Express sights
A Fiber Optic front bead and middle sight facilitate fast target acquisition even under poor lighting conditions.

« The first trip to the range will convince you that this is the perfect rifle for any situation. 

The SEMPRIO in-line system allows fast, intuitive shooting while concentrating on what’s important: the target. My excitement about this gun and the in-line repeating system increases with each shot. »

(Ralf Müller, master gunsmith)
**Take Down**

With a twist of a swing lever, the SEMPRIO can be quickly and easily taken down to a length of 70 cm (28”), a size which allows it to fit comfortably into compact gun cases. Reassembling the SEMPRIO is just as quick. No tools are needed to either break down or reassemble the rifle.

» Two quick hand movements are all that’s needed to reduce the SEMPRIO to a size suitable for packing, and reassembly is just as fast. Because I spend a lot of time in the bush, it’s an advantage I highly value.«

[ Ralf T. Kröling, hunting videographer ]

**Fast barrel and caliber interchangeability**

Being able to change calibers quickly and easily is a great advantage, especially on hunting trips. The Point of Impact remains unchanged throughout multiple barrel changes.

**Click-and-Go sling swivel**

The sling swivels can be installed and removed with just the push of a button – just another detail underscoring how easy it is to use the SEMPRIO.

**»EAGER TO LEAD THE HUNT«**

Take Down – quick and easy.
Thumbhole stock made of high-grade walnut (Category 003*). The thumbhole stock allows the shooter to remain in a standard shooting position, even when holding the gun in the firing position for a long time, e.g., during long drives. The hand remains in the same position, even when repeating, the stock is not lowered, but is evenly pulled into the shoulder and the reticle remains continuously fixed on the target. The result: consistent successful hits. (Fig.: left-handed thumbhole stock)

SEMPRIO Standard Grade with SEMPRIO Stock

Stock made of high-grade walnut (Category 001*) with SEMPRIO cheek piece (Fig.: left-handed option)

SEMPRIO STOCK OPTIONS

*Upgraded wood from category 001 is an additional charge.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR THE SEMPRIO

CALIBER:
- Standard Caliber: .223 Rem., .243 Win., 6.5×55 SE, 7×64, .30-06, 8×57JS, 9×56J
- Magnum Caliber: 7mm Rem. Mag., .300 Win. Mag., .375 Ruger

LENGTH:
- Total length: 107 cm (42”) take down length: 70 cm (28”) for 55 cm (22”) barrel length

WEIGHT:
- 3.4 kg

MAGAZINE CAPACITY:
- Standard Caliber: 4 + 1
- Magnum Caliber: 3 + 1

STANDARD VERSION:
- Krieghoff in-line system
- Combi-Cocking Device
- Universal Trigger System
- Prepped for SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount
- Take Down
- Black action finish (hard coat finish)
- Stock: SEMPRIO cheek piece
- Quick-Acting sling swivel
- Rubber recoil pad
- 55 cm (22”) barrel length (all standard calibers and .375 Ruger)
- 63 cm (25”) barrel length (.300 Win. Mag., 7mm Rem. Mag.)
- Driven hunt sights with night elements
- Supplied in Krieghoff GunPack

OPTIONS:
- Nickel action finish
- Thumbhole stock and stock without SEMPRIO cheek piece
- Caproll engraving in “Blaze Orange” or “Forest Green”
- 1” Wood stock (optical upgraded wood for an improved look)
- Upgraded wood
- Left-hand stock
- Interchangeable barrel
- Compact version with additional sling swivel on the side of barrel and handguard
- SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount
- BreaKO recoil reducer
- Barrel porting
- PH ProCoating (corrosion resistant Ilaflon-Coating for barrel and receiver)
- Field barrel
- AimZonic-Silencer for SEMPRIO
- Muzzle thread (M14×1 or M15×1)
- Various standard and custom engravings

Fig.: Fluted barrel – improves the temperature management of the barrel.

1. Muzzle thread
   Muzzle threading will thread cover bushing for mounting recoil reducer or silencer.

2. «aimZonic» Silencer
   Due to significant reduction in muzzle noise by up to 20 dB, the noise hazard is significantly reduced for the hunter, thereby also reducing the sound and the noise pollution in the vicinity.

3. Barrel porting
   The optional barrel porting helps reduce muzzle jump and reduces recoil for every shot.

4. SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount
   The lightweight bridge system with double recoil support guarantees durability, even with the highest recoiling cartridges. It is available for all version rifle scopes. Special highlight: The low profile perfectly complements the elegant look of SEMPRIO and makes for comfortable shooting using a scope.
Perfectly designed for dangerous game hunting. Quick follow up shots without having to change hand position. The target always stays within your sights. Ergonomic, intuitive shooting and repeating. Fast and always accurate.

»GO BIG – THE SEMPRIO BIG FIVE«

Now dangerous game capable.

The unique in-line repeating system of the SEMPRIO enables the hunter to quickly repeat shots and to be ready to fire again, without stopping or removing their hands from the gun.

Advantages that can be crucial while hunting, especially the legendary Big Five.

Being an international hunter, I can attest to the fact that the SEMPRIO »Big Five« is fast, accurate and travels well. When hunting dangerous game, I have come to rely on my SEMPRIO to get the job done.

[ Dr. Tim Burkhart, international hunter ]

The newest version of the SEMPRIO »Big Five« rifle is perfectly designed for dangerous game hunters. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« brings together everything a hunter would expect from a modern safari rifle. The innovative features of a Take Down repeating rifle of the 21st century combined with the classic appearance of a big game rifle leave no wishes unfulfilled.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR THE SEMPRIO »BIG FIVE«

**CALIBER:**
- .458 Win. Mag. (375 Ruger and .416 Ruger on request)

**LENGTH:**
- Total length: 108 cm (42"), take down length: 70 cm (28") for 55 cm (22") barrel length

**WEIGHT:**
- 4.5 kg

**MAGAZINE CAPACITY:**
- 3 + 1

**STANDARD VERSION:**
- Krieghoff in-line system
- Combi-Cocking Device
- Universal Trigger System
- Prepared for SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount
- Take Down
- Black action finish (hard coat finish)
- »PH-ProCoating« (corrosion resistant Ilaflon-Coating for barrel and receiver)
- »Big Five« stock with German style Safari cheek piece
- »Click-and-Go« sling swivel
- Express sight with two folding blades, brass bead front sight as well as front sling swivel are mounted with a ring around the Safari contour barrel
- Rubber recoil pad in red
- Supplied in Krieghoff GunPack

**OPTIONS:**
- Nickel action finish
- Upgraded wood
- Left-handed stock
- Interchangeable barrel
- SEMPRIO Quick Detachable Mount
- BreaKO recoil reducer
- Various standard and custom engravings

We reserve the right to make changes without notice. Some options are an additional charge.

Muzzle
- Traditionally hand bored front ramp adds tenacity for accurate shooting as well as a safari appearance at the business end of the SEMPRIO.

Express Sights
- Safari style rear sights featuring one standing and two folding leaves. This offers a reliable back up for the optics of your choice.

»Click-and-Go« sling swivels
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« features sling swivels that detach and install at a click of a button.

»Big Five« Stock
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock is designed to smoothly handle large calibers used on safari. Offering a beautiful – yet solid – platform. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock features a safari-style cheek piece and is fitted with a traditional red recoil pad.

Express Sights
- Safari style rear sights featuring one standing and two folding leaves. This offers a reliable back up for the optics of your choice.

»Click-and-Go« sling swivels
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« features sling swivels that detach and install at a click of a button.

»Big Five« Stock
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock is designed to smoothly handle large calibers used on Safari. Offering a beautiful – yet solid – platform. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock features a safari-style cheek piece and is fitted with a traditional red recoil pad.

Express Sights
- Safari style rear sights featuring one standing and two folding leaves. This offers a reliable back up for the optics of your choice.

»Click-and-Go« sling swivels
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« features sling swivels that detach and install at a click of a button.

»Big Five« Stock
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock is designed to smoothly handle large calibers used on Safari. Offering a beautiful – yet solid – platform. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock features a safari-style cheek piece and is fitted with a traditional red recoil pad.

Express Sights
- Safari style rear sights featuring one standing and two folding leaves. This offers a reliable back up for the optics of your choice.

»Click-and-Go« sling swivels
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« features sling swivels that detach and install at a click of a button.

»Big Five« Stock
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock is designed to smoothly handle large calibers used on Safari. Offering a beautiful – yet solid – platform. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock features a safari-style cheek piece and is fitted with a traditional red recoil pad.

Express Sights
- Safari style rear sights featuring one standing and two folding leaves. This offers a reliable back up for the optics of your choice.

»Click-and-Go« sling swivels
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« features sling swivels that detach and install at a click of a button.

»Big Five« Stock
The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock is designed to smoothly handle large calibers used on Safari. Offering a beautiful – yet solid – platform. The SEMPRIO »Big Five« stock features a safari-style cheek piece and is fitted with a traditional red recoil pad.
SEMPRIO ENGRAVINGS

The photos show only a small sample of the available engravings. Custom engravings are available on request for the SEMPRIO.

STANDARD VERSION:
SEMPRIO with nickel finish

CUSTOM ENGRAVING

STANDARD VERSION:
SEMPRIO in black (hard coat finish)

ENGRAVING OPTION:
»Small arabesques«

CUSTOM ENGRAVING

ENGRAVING OPTION:
»Large game scene with leaf arabesques«

STANDARD VERSION:
Underside with the name SEMPRIO engraved

CUSTOM ENGRAVING
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KRIEGHOFF hunting guns are only available from qualified dealers. Please note the national laws and regulations in regards to the purchase of firearms.

Semprio

Ready for any situation.

Krieghoff